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advantage, creating a striking and
nnusnal effect. Masses of 'the fragrant blossoms were suspended
from the ceiling In French baskets,
and adorned high pedestals.
I
Several rose shaded floor lamps
i glowed prettily while the lightts
from the ceiling were maae to resemble clusters of huge LaFrance
roses with delicate foliage. The
summer garden effect was enhanced by the twittering: of canary
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The World's Funniest
Show
Bringing Up Father
A t The Seashore
An Entire New Show
AH Fun and Pretty Girls

Special Ladies' and Children's Matinee. Bring the Kiddies
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nearly new; 1 chiffonier; white enamel
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office chairs; 3 beds; 2 coil springs; 1 woven wire
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table; sanitary cot; 2 small mirrors; 2 oak dressers
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